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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Almost 2,300 years ago the ancient Greeks built the Antikythera automaton. This purely
mechanical computer accurately predicted past and future astronomical events long before
electronics existed1. Automata have been credibly used for hundreds of years as computers, art
pieces, and clocks. However, in the past several decades automata have become less popular as
the capabilities of electronics increased, leaving them an unexplored solution for robotic
spacecraft. The Automaton Rover for Extreme Environments (AREE) proposes an exciting
paradigm shift from electronics to a fully mechanical system, enabling longitudinal exploration of
the most extreme environments within the solar system.

1.1

The Challenge of Extreme Environments

There are many extreme environments throughout the solar system; the radiation belts around
Jupiter, hot thermal temperatures on Mercury and Venus, and hot high pressure environments
occurring deep beneath any planet’s surface. Generally, the most environmentally sensitive
components of any rover or spacecraft are the electronics, which will fail in heat, stop operating
in extreme cold, or experience upsets when bombarded with radiation. As an example, only 9 of
14 Soviet Venera/Vega landers have reached the surface of Venus. Even these robust probes
survived for only 23 to 127 minutes before the electronics succumbed to the extreme environment3.
Adding protection systems is the general approach to improve the survival of electronics, but these
increase costs and only delay inevitable failures. An analysis of a modern flagship Venus mission
costing $2-3 billion found a liquid gas cooling system to be the most practical approach, but could
only ensure survivability on the surface for less than one day before system failure2.
Only a couple of alternatives, primarily RTG powered cooling systems and high temperature
electronics, have been studied seriously. The former is highly complex and requires billions in
R&D to cool a small chamber of electronics, while the latter is not close to the integration level
required for a rover3. This means it is currently impossible to collect direct longitudinal data from
the most extreme environments in the solar system; data which is critical for informing models of
dynamic planetary systems. We turn to mechanical automata as inspiration for a viable alternative.

1.2

History of Automata

Automata have been used to perform complex calculations, draw intricate pictures, play music,
shoot an arrow at a target and much more4,5. In general automata can be put into two categories:
mechanical computers, which process human and environmental inputs, and semi-autonomous
machines, which perform a detailed series of pre-decided actions using stored energy.
Mechanical computers, like the aforementioned Antikythera automaton, are designed to provide a
specific output from a series of inputs1. Development of mechanical computers greatly expanded
in the early 1900’s and were at their zenith by the 1940s. During this period mechanical computers
advanced from solving simple arithmetic problems to guiding bomb trajectories and aiming
battleship guns, all while accounting weather and atmospheric conditions. Even more fascinating
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was the Globus mechanical computer, an automaton which provided spacecraft trajectory data
used on every Soviet launch until 20026. Reactive mechanisms were used on one of the most
complex science instruments if its time, the 200” mirror of the Palomar Observatory. The mirror
is so massive, that is sags at optical tolerances as telescope slews. To counteract the issue clever
mechanical devices were installed on the back of the mirror that use gravity to apply the exact
amount of pressure in the correct spots to hold the mirror true7. Today, large observatories use
adaptive optics, small electro-mechanical devices controlled by a computer, to achieve a similar
result. However, mechanical computers are more commonplace than these extremely complex
mechanisms. Perhaps the simplest, but most widely used automata are mechanical watches and
clocks. The oldest mechanical clock has operated for 700 years8 and mechanical watches have
operated for decades without maintenance. Amazingly, many of these devices were built decades
to centuries ago without advanced manufacturing technology. With modern advances, projects like
the 10,000 year clock are possible, which is designed to run for 10 centuries with minimal
maintenance9.
A number of the most famous and intricate automata were semi-autonomous and designed to
replicate human or animal traits. While the most basic draw a picture, play a musical instrument,
or appear to digest food, others take on a much more detailed humanoid form by simulating
intricate motions like breathing, or following the actions of their hands with their eyes. Some of
the most complex automata even had the ability to be re-programmed. While the construction of
semi-autonomous automata declined in the 1900’s, the Dutch artist Theo Jansen has recently
revived the automata. His massive “Strandbeest” creatures are constructed of wood and canvas,
powered by wind, and walk across the beaches of the Netherlands. They have the ability to respond
to the environment, staking themselves to the ground if wind speeds get to high, or reversing
directions when they walk into the water, with an ultimate goal of existing entirely
autonomously10. These sophisticated modern automata provided the inspiration for AREE.

2.0 PHASE ONE STUDY OVERVIEW
2.1

Approach to Study

Mechanical automata and computers have not been considered a serious avenue of scientific
research since before early work on computers in the 1950s. Even then, much of the prior research
into mechanical computers did not make it into the literature as it was related to the war effort and
considered classified.
The first phase of the project was to create a point design and exhaustively research the literature
on the varied topics requiring greater refinement. At every opportunity, subject matter experts were
engaged to provide input on the feasibility of various ideas and brainstorm for creative solutions
to novel problems. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory employs many individuals who specialize in
varied topics ranging from materials science, mechanism design, extreme environments, radar,
science, spacecraft systems, and mission architectures, and the names of those consulted are listed
in the end of this report. The concept was showcased at forums within JPL, such as the Mechanical
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Systems Division Seminar, and external, including the Venus Exploration Analysis Group
(VEXAG), IEEE Aerospace Conference (paper submission), and AIAA SciTech (featured
presentation). This exposure allowed for the generation of additional ideas and knowledge of what
has been done before and where there are holes in current capabilities.
Midway through the project an A-team Study (an early formulation team in the JPL Innovation
Foundry) was used help to leverage the breadth and depth of experience at JPL and collate ideas
and concerns from various disciplines. The study incorporated a presentation of the point design
and shorts talks from relevant experts in various relevant fields. Through discussion, the workshop
narrowed down the primary science objectives (seismic and geologic), provided insight on the
most robust architecture, and provided guidance on next steps.
The final phase of the project involved comparing what we think could be done with an automaton
to the current state of the art in fields like high temperature electronics

2.2

Assessment Against Phase One Goals

The goal of the Phase One study was to generally determine the feasibility and value of using an
automaton to explore Venus. Three main questions were brought forth in the original proposal and
are repeated below along with an assessment of the Phase One finding.
1) Can an automaton explore and record data from the surface of a hostile world?
A viable systems architecture was developed for the automaton rover, however, it
is not practical to make a purely mechanical rover. High temperature electronics
are incorporated where they have sufficient maturity and application, such as
instrumentation. A system by system breakdown is provided in Section 4.0.
2) Can information gathered be communicated to Earth?
An in depth trade was performed to determine the feasibility of getting information
back to Earth and understand how to communicate science data using the limited
resources. See Section 4.5.
3) What science questions can most effectively be answered with low bit rate
communication?
Radar scientists and engineers at JPL were brought on to determine the value of
low bit rate longitudinal science on Venus and the question was addressed as part
of the workshop held on the automaton concept. Science return is discussed in
Section 3.0.

2.3

Key Findings

The Phase 1 study showed that there are no technological or physical barriers preventing an
automaton rover within the Venus context. The key areas investigated were computing elements,
mass and volume constraints from the EDL system, power generation, power storage,
communication link to Earth, science instruments, materials, and control, which are all discussed
later in this document.
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The study also revealed that a fully mechanical rover, while feasible, is not practical. This
conclusion resulted from an A-team Study held to explore AREE in more detail combined with a
review of high temperature electronic technologies. Fundamentally, building a mechanical
computer with 1,000+ transistors would require a technology investment similar to if not greater
than high temperature electronics already in development without significant increase in
performance. With input from MEMS experts at Sandia National Laboratories, it was determined
that mechanical computing elements would not be lower mass, lower power, or smaller than high
temperature electronics under development. However, mechanisms are still an enabling
technology in a Venus mission context.
Clever mechanisms can be combined with high temperature electronics to enable a platform that
is more capable than either technology by itself. For example, one may consider simple addition.
An electronic adder requires 576 transistors to combine two 16-bit numbers11. To add numbers
larger than 16 bits, multiple iterations through software would be required. However, a mechanical
analog differential adder can solve the same problem using only 5 gears. By finding these areas
where mechanical solutions are relatively simple, the load on the computer can be reduced, thereby
enabling a mission. Of course, a differential adder can only perform the adding operation, whereas
a processor made up of many transistors can perform many other functions. But for an automaton,
where the system is designed to carry out a specialized series of actions, this flexibility is not
required.

3.0 SCIENCE AND MISSION ARCHITECTURE
According to the most recent NASA Decadal Survey for planetary science, “The overarching
concept that drives the study and exploration of [the inner planets] is comparative planetology—
the idea that learning about the processes and history of one planet (including Earth) is enabled by
an understanding of, and comparison to, other planets.” By embarking upon comparative
planetology, humanity will be able to address a number of questions12:

What is the origin and diversity of Earth-like planets, and how common are they
around other stars?

How does the evolution of terrestrial planets constrain limits on the origin and
evolution of life?

What factors are important to better understand and predict changes in Earth’s
climate over time?
Despite these motivations, little is known about the surface characteristics of Venus, the planet
that is often called Earth’s twin. Important measurements are impossible to make with current
state-of-the-art technology that can’t survive more than 24hrs on the surface and lacks sufficient
mobility to explore multiple features. Clearly there is a need for a long duration lander to explore
the surface of Venus.
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3.1

Mission Context

Due to the challenges and uncertainties associated with safe landing on Venus, previous landers
focused on the easily navigable, relatively smooth, and expansive regional plains on Venus.
Naturally, more geologically compelling targets exist, but it is extremely challenging, if not
impossible, to guarantee safe landing on terrain whose roughness and local slope cannot be wellquantified with the limited remote sensing data available for Venus’ surface. Therefore, creating a
robust rover capable of overcoming a diversity of challenging terrain types is both exciting and
critical, given the uncertainties of Venus surface characteristics, and the desire to visit the most
geologically diverse areas. The intended target for this mission context is near Sekmet Mons, a
landing site identified to be of high science priority by Basilevsky et al13. This target has the
advantage of being outside any parabolas of airfall debris originating from Venus impact craters,
which are hypothesized to cover large portions of the Venus surface, ensuring that this mission
would sample primary volcanic materials at the Venus surface13. Further, this landing site provides
the opportunity to explore multiple geologic units of diverse ages, including relatively young
lobate and smooth plains units in contact with older plains units containing wrinkle ridges. During
the rover’s path across these plains units, it would sample lava flows of different age and eruptive
style, enabling a characterization of the evolution of volcanic processes through time. The target
landing area is also near tessera, suggesting that the rover's extended mission could end in the
tessera, allowing an investigation of a high risk (from a traversability perspective), but high
scientific reward geologic unit. Figure 1 illustrates a potential landing site and rover traverse for
such a mission.

Figure 1: An exciting potential Venus landing site where the rover would have the opportunity to cross multiple geologic features.
Background Maps Credit: Basilevsky et al., “Landing on Venus.”

During its trek across the Venus surface, AREE would investigate other weather patterns such as
the 116 day diurnal sulfur cycles. This complex cycling is somewhat analogous to the water cycle
on earth and could have similar importance. One sulfur cycle occurs where H2SO4 is formed when
SO2 is oxidized to SO3 in the upper atmosphere and SO3 reacts with CO over a long period of time
to reestablish SO3 and SO2 in the lower atmosphere. Another sulfur cycle occurs when OCS is
carried to the middle of the troposphere, where it converts into Sx and CO. As it drop to the surface,
the Sx and CO is combined back into OC. The equilibrium chemistry occurring on the surface of
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Venus is not well known 14, and observing the cycle over multiple days would be inform theories
of the planet’s evolution.
The importance of these measurements are directly discussed in the Planetary Science Decadal
Survey15. In-situ sampling of the Venus crust is noted as a key measurement to understand the
bulk composition, and thereby the origin and evolution of terrestrial planets. Also, investigating
the exchange of volatiles between the Venus surface and atmosphere and the role water might
have played in weathering the Venusian surface will enhance our understanding of the
atmospheric evolution and potential habitability of terrestrial planets. The decadal survey lists
three reference mission concepts: Venus Intrepid Tessera Lander (VITAL), Venus Climate
Mission (VCM), and Venus Mobile Explorer (VME). All of them would take in-situ
measurements from the surface of Venus but only survive for a short duration of time. The VME
is the singular mobile concept and is only capable of visiting two locations16. These reference
missions indicate the ground-breaking impact that in-situ measurements would have for our
understanding of Venus, and the value of in-situ measurements at multiple locations. An
Automaton Rover for Extreme Environments would accomplish the basic science objectives of
the Venus Mobile Explorer mission, but would also result in an exponential increase in our
understanding of the nature and evolution of the Venus surface through time with each new
acquired measurement. The decadal survey was written with the assumption that long duration
mobility on the surface of Venus is not technologically feasible, an assumption AREE has the
opportunity to change.
In contrast to the missions proposed in the decadal survey, AREE can take a significant number
of samples over a long period of time and on diverse terrain. AREE is the only concept which is
able to acquire multiple in-situ samples from different geologic units and monitor the Venus
weather over the diurnal cycle using technologies which are available today.

4.0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
4.1

System Level Overview

An overall systems level flowchart is shown in Figure 2. The diagram indicates roughly how power
would be transmitted throughout the system as well as how different parts of the vehicle will need
to communicate or signal. Power is generated by a wind turbine built for the dense atmosphere on
Venus and a clock spring that can store and release power concurrently. Power is then distributed
throughout the rest of the vehicle as needed.
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Figure 2: System level flow-chart

The remainder of this section will discuss major constraints and each subsystem including
locomotion, energy collection and storage, controls, timekeeping, communication, instrument,
materials and supporting architectures.

4.2

EDL and Constraints

The Entry-Descent-Landing (EDL) system defines the size and scope of the rover itself. Existing
EDL technology including an aeroshell, a drogue chute, and a drag plate is suitable for AREE. We
performed a trade between the Pioneer probe aeroshells, the Venera/Vega entry spheres, and the
reference mission aeroshells from the decadal survey. The aeroshells used in the decadal surface
missions were selected as they provided the largest internal volume (3.4 meters in diameter) and
could support a mass of up to1780 kg when launched on an Atlas V 551. The estimated mass of
AREE is 700kg and similar to a Venera mission17. The estimate was generated from a CAD model
and is broken down by subsystem in Table 1. The available internal volume is critical to fit as large
of a wind turbine as possible.
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Table 1: Mass Equipment List (MEL)

Mass
Contin- Mass Estimate
Value (MEV) (kg)
CBE (kg) gency
Power Generation
30.03
30%
42.90
Power Storage
25.52
30%
36.46
Locomotion
326.69
30%
466.70
Communication/Signalling
78.62
30%
112.32
Control/Sensing
45.50
30%
65.00
Mechansims
Structure
147.32
30%
210.46
Science Payload
150.00
30%
195.00
Total Mass
803.69
1128.84
Item

4.1

Locomotion System

The mobility system is responsible for the physical
movement of the automaton. The locomotion system has
evolved extensively throughout Phase 1. Legged motion
was originally targeted because 1) the walking motion
can be accomplished entirely using compliant joints,
reducing the risk of contamination by dust and 2) it was
thought the legs could better step over and climb objects.
The concept was discussed with Theo Jansen, the
inventor of the Strandbeests. Backed by his decades of
Figure 3: The Jansen mechanism performs a
experiences building legged mechanisms, he expressed
“walking” motion
concerns about the instability of legs on rough and rocky
of lobate plains as compared to the smooth beaches his
creations traverse. Therefore, to ensure a robust rover, wheels or tracks are being pursued. While
wheels are more traditional on rovers and likely lower mass, tracks stowing in the same EDL
volume could climb larger obstacles and are more energy efficient in rough environments.
By making the wheels/tracks large enough, a vertically symmetric rover concept that can operate
“upside down” or “right side up” is realized. The operational mode is realized by the Savonius
wind turbine (described in Section 4.2). The diameter of the wheels needs to be greater than the
height of the body in addition to desired ground clearance. The wheels would be placed near the
four corner of the chassis. Treads would be sized similarly and take on a rhomboidal design,
inspired by the early World War 1 tanks which were designed to drive over trenches and through
shell craters. A schematic of each concept is shown in Figure 4 and a comparison of all mobility
concepts is given in Table 2.
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Wheel

Wheel

Wheel

Wheel

Tracks

Top
Tracks
Control/Instruments

Control/Instruments

Side

Wheel

Wind Turbine

Wheel

Savonious
Turbine

Savonious
Turbine

Figure 4: Schematic representations of wheel and track concepts with a Savonious wind turbine.

Table 2: Comparison of mobility concepts

Max Obstacle Height (m)
Ability To Overturn
Technology Risk

Jansen Linkage Leg

Klan Linkage Leg

Wheel

Track

0.2
No
High

0.55
No
Moderate

0.8125
Yes
Low

1.11
Yes
Moderate

Initial exploration of the two different designs in Phase 1 has led to several interesting
observations. Wheels would be lower mass and have less moving parts, but require power to be
transferred a distance from the rover body and add the complexity of a steering mechanism
susceptible to misalignment. The tracks could climb over larger obstacles, are more energy
efficient over rough terrain, turn easily via skid steering, but have many more moving parts than a
wheel. While treads can fall off and jam, their advantages in performance over rough terrain may
outweigh the risks, especially considering the limited navigational capacities of AREE. Further,
using tracks on the AREE concept will likely create less blockage of the Savonius wind turbine at
the center of the rover. Lastly, the tracks provide better grounding against the Venus wind, which
while low in speed produces considerable force due to the high density.

4.2

Energy Collection and Storage

A number of trades were explored for power generation including wind turbines, RTG’s, and solar
cells. Each have their own advantages and disadvantages. RTG’s can provide a lot of power per
kg of mass and are small, but launching a spacecraft with nuclear material could increase costs,
and requires additional environmental reviews and approval processes. To operate an RTG in the
high temperature Venus atmosphere also requires technology development with the associated
time and money. Solar cells are mass efficient, and have been tested at Venus temperatures18, but
only work for half of the day on the surface of Venus. Considering night is over 50 Earth days
long, this means there would be extended periods of time where the solar cells would not operate.
Wind turbines can collect power from the Venusian winds, so could generate electricity day and
night, and could be implemented with current high temperature technologies. However, they are
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less mass efficient than other methods, given the average 0.6 m/sec wind speed and the size
required to generate a reasonable amount of power. Three types of wind turbines investigated in
this study: a large wind turbine with multiple axis of deployment, a mid-sized wind turbine only
requiring one axis of deployment, and a Savonius wind turbine which does not require deployment.
The power generation concepts are described in Table 3.
Table 3: Comparison of power generation methods (see Appendix A 9.1 for calculations)

Average Power (W)
Mass (kg)
Power Gen. Density (W/kg)
Technology Availability
Technology Investment
Development Type
Risk (Technology and
Programmatic)

Deployable
Turbine 6.4m

Deployable
Turbine 3.2m

Savonius Turbine

RTG

114.85
104.00
1.10
2-3 years
High
Engineering

28.71
31.40
0.91
2-3 years
Moderate
Engineering

3.18
16.00
0.20
1-3 years
Low/Moderate
Engineering

25.70
19.00
1.35
10+ years
Very High
Research

Solar
(averaged over
58 Earth days)
10.27
7.03
1.46
1-3 years
Low
Engineering

High

Moderate/High

Moderate

High

Low

For reference, all subsequent tables in this paper will provide both quantitative metrics and
qualitative estimates. Technology Availability provides the expected until flight maturity.
Technology Investment indicates the relative dollars of R&D that must go into the technology.
Development Type denotes if the technology still requires basic research (i.e. approximately TRL
2) or if it is further along and is at the engineering development and demonstration level (i.e.
approximately TRL 3-4). Finally, risk of utilizing the technology is assessed both from the aspect
of the technology working after research was completed and from a programmatic acceptance
perspective.
After comparing the various architectures, wind power was selected as the primary power option
for AREE as RTG’s have programmatic implications and solar cells only provide power over half
the mission life. The non-deployable Savonius style turbine was the most compelling because it is
simple, could be centered in the rover (allowing a rover symmetric about a horizontal plane),
operates consistently regardless of rover orientation and produces higher torques than other
turbines despite being less efficient (Savonius wind turbines are up to 21%19 efficient whereas 3
bladed are up to 49% efficient20).
A further advantage of using a wind turbine system is the ability to drive the wheels directly from
the turbine, thus reducing power lost from storage. A direct drive system would result in
approximately 65% transmission efficiency whereas losses are much greater if energy from the
turbine is stored in a battery. The electric generator would have approximately a 90% efficiency,
the battery 80% charge and reuse efficiency21, and the motor a 70% efficiency converting electrical
energy back into mechanical energy (and the transmission losses still apply). In addition, wires
running between systems will have a much high resistance at 460 °C. This means storing energy
in batteries would result in losing approximately 50% more energy than a direct drive system.
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The Savonius would produce 3.18 W of power with average wind speeds, and have a peak power
of 32.3 W, which was found to be adequate for basic rover operations over the mission lifetime,
as illustrated in the PEL (Table 4) which shows time required to run the wind turbine to perform
mission operations. This assumes an average of 3.2 W generated, with 35% transmission losses,
and that 0.31 W are used to continuously operate the communications system. While the power
for signaling and moving were calculated, power required to collect and analyze samples were
pulled from the Venus Flagship Mission study2. As this was a short duration Venus mission,
healthy power margins of 50% were added to account for inefficiencies of the system running at
high temperatures. To enable more substantial science, it is beneficial to have solar panels as an
energy source in combination with the wind turbine. The wind turbine would be primarily used to
drive the rover, run communications systems, and other aspects that are required for day to day
operations, whereas the solar panels could be used to increase opportunities to collect science data.
The PEL illustrates how using a combination of a Savonius wind turbine and solar panels provides
the most compelling case. (Note, in this case, the wind turbine is considered the only option for
directly driving the locomotion system, due to the increased efficiency from direct drive.)
Table 4: Power Estimation List (PEL) (see Appendix A 9.1 for calculations)

Item

Energy
CBE (W-h)

Contingency

Energy w/
Margin
(W-h)

Move 100 Meters

10.68

30%

13.88

Charge Time
from Wind
Turbine
(Hours)
7.9

Signaling

0.31

30%

0.41

Continuous

N/A

Collect Sample (1)

77.50

30%

100.75

57.5

9.9

Analyze Sample (1)

252.50

50%

378.75

216.1

37.1

Weather Data (1 hr)

1.40

50%

2.10

1.2

0.2

Other Science (5 hr)

52.90

50%

79.35

57.5

7.8

Charge Time
from Solar
Panels (Hours)
N/A

The PEL, which highlights power consumed directly leads into the concept of operations. The
rover recharges on wind energy for a little over 7 hours and then drives 100 meters. This results in
a cycle time of approximately 8 hours, and the rover covers about 300 meters per Earth day. During
one of three recharging sessions each day, the rover will also collect one hour of basic weather
data. The more advanced science (geology and atmospheric chemistry) the rover is performing
will be powered by solar panels, and conducted during the day, due to power requirements. The
science could be performed at night if needed, but this would decrease the rover’s range. Every
2.2 Earth days during the Venus daylight periods, the rover will stop to make geologic at
atmospheric science measurements. The concept of operations, starting with EDL, initial
measurement, and then repeated series of science measurements and traverses are shown in Figure
5. During the primary mission of 116 Earth days (one Venus diurnal cycle), the rover will traverse
35 km. An extended mission will traverse up to 100 km over the course 3 years.
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Figure 5: The concept of operations for traversing across Venus plains and to the tessarae

As the instruments require more power than can be directly provided at any one time it will be
necessary to collect and store the energy in order to charge. A number of power storage solutions
were explored, including gravitational potential energy, springs, flywheels, and batteries. A
breakdown of the energy density of each, current state of the technology development, and risk is
provided in Table 5.
Table 5: Comparison of power storage methods

Energy Density (W-h/kg)
Technology Availability
Technology Investment
Development Type
Risk (Technology and
Programmatic)

Sodium
Sulphur
Battery

Sodium
Metal
Chloride
Battery

Metal
Spring

Composite
Spring

Gravity (3m
tower)

Flywheel
(in vacuum)

Compressed
Atmosphere

220
5+ years
High
Research

143
5+ years
High
Research

0.09
1-2 years
Low
Engineering

0.75
1-2 years
Low
Engineering

0.01
1-2 years
Low
Engineering

10
3-5 years
High
Research

15
3-5 years
Moderate
Research

High

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate

Theoretical maximums are greater for some methods but the numbers given are from practical
applications. While Sodium Sulfur batteries have the highest power density and most heritage,
they can be dangerous to work with22. Sodium Nickel Chloride while it has a lower energy density,
it is more promising to work, but has not yet been demonstrated at temperature21. Per the PEL,
mobility requires some amount of stored energy, but the instruments require much more. A greater
efficiency is also obtained if energy for mobility can be stored mechanically instead of electrically.
On the converse, most of the instruments (except for the drill) must run on electrical power, and
therefore it makes sense to store the energy for instruments in batteries. This is especially effective
if solar panels are used in parallel with a wind turbine to generate electricity.
Of the mechanical storage options, a composite spring is the preferred design, as it out performs a
metallic Inconel spring. While a gravity based system (like clock weights) would be simple, its
power density is too low. Flywheels are effective energy storage devices in a vacuum, but in the
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high density Venus atmosphere air drag would be too great to allow them to achieve the high
rotation rates to maximize energy density. While a system could be designed to create a vacuum
on Venus, this is a significant challenge (discussed later in 4.5). The final potential mechanical
solution was compressed atmosphere. While this has a high energy density relative to other
mechanical energy storage methods, it is high risk of one leak in the system rendering it ineffective
and would require a compressor or piston to store and retrieve energy, which would add some
inefficiency to the system. However, one advantage of a compressed atmosphere system is that it
could be routed to provide power to the rover wherever it was required.
Therefore, the trade resulted in selecting a hybrid of springs and Sodium Metal Chloride Batteries,
for the advantages that both bring. If Sodium Metal Chloride Batteries do not develop in a timeline
required by the rover, an alternative solution would be to run the instruments off the energy the
solar panels could immediately provide.

4.3

Control System

The control system is responsible for determining the actions of the automaton from a high level
planning to precise movement. This section outlines some history behind robotic intelligence,
describes an appropriate architecture for an automaton rover, and discusses some possible
computing elements.
4.3.1 Robotic Intelligence Models
Traditional models of robotic intelligence rely on a centralized processor to manage high level
decision making. This basic architecture dates back to the ideas of Alan Turing and John von
Neumann who provided the models for computational framework and led to the idea of symbolic
representation23. In the world of robotics, a model of intelligence now known as GOFAI (Good
Old Fashioned Artificial Intelligence) was developed. This type of model relies on the robot’s
ability to build a model of its environment and interact within it. Early on, the limits of this
methodology began to be known and it has been the topic of much criticism, most famously from
Dreyfus 24, who argues that proper intelligence depends on instinct and conditioning rather than
symbolic manipulation. His concepts were much more widely adopted in 1980s after AI continued
to fail to deliver on its promises. A myriad of alternative models of artificial intelligence have since
developed, sometimes known collectively as New AI. These models have names like
connectionism, dynamicism, cybernetics, artificial life, and behavior based robotics. Significant
differences exist between these models, but the share a common thread as alternatives to GOFAI
and attempt to replace the “mind as machine” model with concepts based more closely on actual
neural networks and how intelligent agents behave within and interact with their environment25.
Behavior based robotics (BBR) are particularly relevant to the development of an autonomous
mechanical automaton. Any mechanical computer will be severely limited in computing power
and memory compared to even low end modern processors. Therefore, it is infeasible to build a
computing system around a GOFAI construct where sufficient internal representation of the
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environment is necessary. BBR constructs oftentimes focus on simple rules governing the
interactions between the robotic agent and the environment to result in a system with
intelligent/complex behavior. As Brooks concludes in a well-known anti-representation paper, “It
turns out to be better to use the world as its own model”26.
What Brooks means by this is that it is unnecessary to model the world to intelligently interact
with it. To this end he presents the “subsumption” architecture, best describe by Brooks himself,
“The three key aspects of the subsumption architecture are that (1) it imposes
a layering methodology in building intelligent control programmes, (2) within
each network, the finite state machines give the layer some structure and also
provide a repository for state, and (3) with this organisation, very small
amounts of computation are needed to generate intelligent behaviours.”
To demonstrate the efficacy of the concept, he presents a series of mobile robots capable of
interacting with a dynamic environment. The lowest layer of control would simple ensure the robot
avoids obstacles, the second layer made the robot randomly wander, and the third layer causes the
robot to “explore” by seeking out distant regions using sonar. Simple behaviors are created by first
connecting sensing to actuation, with higher level task behaviors layered on top. The higher levels
have the ability “subsume” lower layers, thus the name of subsumption architecture 27. A schematic
representation of a subsumption architecture is given in Figure 6

Figure 6: Schematic representation of a subsumption architecture28

The subsumption architecture is ideally suited for implementation on an automaton rover. The
architecture requires no central processor, no model of the world, and is not reliant on any path
planning algorithms. It reacts to its environment intuitively to ensure the safety of the payload and
promote mission success. For these reasons, it is also portable to a purely mechanical solution
because it allows for the compartmentalization of various tasks. Instead of designing a complex
mechanical computer to make decisions, reactive mechanisms can be used as individual state
machines. Each state machine in and of itself can be simple, but when intelligently stacked with
additional layers of computation, themselves simple, complex behavior can evolve.
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In summary, the automaton will not depend on traditional computing elements and the complexity
of a fully mechanical computer. The decision making and control processes will be built using
concepts from Behavior Based Robotics, where direct interaction with the environment is more
important than building a model from it. The control system will be made of simple computing
elements, oftentimes reactive mechanisms, layered in such a way to evolve desired behaviors.
4.3.1.1

Examples of Emergent Behavior

The general idea of using simple rules to describe complex behavior is a powerful tool.
Historically, the simulation of problems like the flocking of birds was difficult to achieve.
However, in 1986 Craig Reynolds proposed an emergent model of the flock where each bird
(simulated as a particle) followed three rules based on separation, alignment, and cohesion. With
this emergent model, Boid was able to uniquely and accurately simulate flocks and swarms29.
Braitenberg vehicles are another example of how simple rules can govern a complex system. The
thought experiment, closely aligned with ideas inherent in Behavior Based Robotics, imagines
autonomous agents that react directly to sensor inputs. With two actuators and sensors an observer
might ascribe complex emotions like, fear, hate, and love to the behavior of the robots. Examples
of how a couple Braitenberg vehicles might behave is given in Figure 7 30.

Figure 7: Trajectories of various Braitenberg vehicles

4.3.1.2

Merkwelt: On Thinking like an Automaton

MIT roboticist Rodney Brooks made the observation that each animal species or robot experiences
unique “Merkwelt”, a term developed by the German biologist Jakob von Uexküll to mean how
an entity experiences the world 31. Brooks’s point is that typical symbolic representation reduces
input data to the Merkwelt perceived by humans. A robot perceives a particular Merkwelt distinct
from humans, and there are disadvantages in trying to interpret the robot intelligence in the same
way that humans perceive the world26. In analogy, the way humans and octopuses perceive their
environments is enormously different. It would be incorrect to try to “think” like an octopus while
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assuming a human Merkwelt. In a similar manner, in would be inappropriate to design an
automaton on Venus that interacts with its environments in the same way that a human would work
on Earth
4.3.2 Computing Types and Elements
There are a number of different elements that could be used to create a robotic control system
outside the traditional paradigm electronic components. Explored here are various mechanical
components and arrangements, pneumatics/fluidics, and non-traditional electrical components
such as vacuum tubes.
4.3.2.1

Mechanical

The first way to approach the computing problem is to go about re-creating traditional electronic
logic gates with mechanical components. A couple of examples are given in Figure 8. One could
go about replicating electronic computer circuits this way, however, this method would result in
an exceptionally complex system. In theory, the components could be shrunk down to the MEMS
level so enough of them could be included to make a feasible system, but this line of thinking has
multiple issues including friction and manufacturability. Fundamentally, a mechanical computer
would not be able to outperform a high temperature electronic equivalent, and would likely require
a greater investment to reach a similar level of maturity and environmental tolerance. In the final
implementation of the system, larger scale computing mechanisms would be combined with
performance limited high temperature electronics to increase the capability of the entire system.

Figure 8: Schematic of mechanical OR (left) and NOT (right) logic gates

A more general approach to binary logic is digital computing. This refers to any computing system
that uses discrete points as inputs as opposed to continuous variability. Excellent examples include
early attempts to mechanize calculations, such as the Babbage Engine 32. Digital computers are
generally large, mechanically complex, and unwieldy, but are more exact and can solve more
generalized problems than alternatives.
Analog computers, on the other hand, can be made more compact, have fewer parts, and operate
more quickly than digital counterparts. They were also a subject of significant study during World
War II, and were implemented on a large scale as fire control computers for ships and airplanes 33.
Therefore, there is a large body of technical work relating to analog computing. A unique bar
linkage computer is design to solve a simple ballistics problem with what is effectively three four
bar linkages in series is shown in Figure 9. Such micro-computers would be valuable to take some
of the load off of high temperature electronic systems.
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Figure 9: A simple example of an analog mechanical computer with multiple inputs.

Clever reactive mechanisms can also be utilized to automatically compensate for tasks like
navigating terrain and obstacles. An example of a reactive mechanism is the rocker-bogie system
already employed on the Mars rovers. This system maintains vehicle stability over a wide range
of terrain without any computer input. A similar mentality of using clever mechanism design to
avoid computational complexity could be expanded to other mobility subsystems such as obstacle
or steep slope avoidance.
4.3.2.2

Pneumatics/fluidics

Pneumatic controls have been used in industrial applications for decades and more recently, small
micro-fluidic devices have been built with impressive capabilities, such as the 12 bit processor
shown in Figure 1034. These devices are compelling as they are compact and well understood, but
would naturally require the added complexity of implementing a fluidics system on AREE. An
area where fluidics would be very valuable is data communication. For example, information may
have to get communicated from the end of an arm to the body of the vehicle. This is difficult to do
in a mechanical sense but is quite feasible using some form of hydraulics.
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Figure 10: Example design for an 8-bit pneumatic processor34

4.3.2.3

Vacuum Tubes and Other Electronics

A thorough examination of electronic systems is outside the scope of this study. However, there
are still options that fit within the project paradigm of using antiquated technologies to solve
modern space exploration problems. Of primary interest is the humble vacuum tube which has no
fundamental sensitivity to hot environments assuming the correct materials are chosen for the
cathode and anode.
Vacuum tubes conduct electrical current by transmitting electrons from a cathode to an anode.
Electrons are released simple by heating up the material to the point that the electrons have enough
energy to escape the material. Heating can be done directly with an electric current or with an
auxiliary heater. After release, the electrons are drawn to the positively charged anode, thus
completing the electronic circuit. To control the current through this circuit, a grid can be placed
between the anode and cathode, as shown in Figure 11. The advantage of this configuration is that
a large current between the anode and cathode can be controlled with a very small voltage on the
grid. Thus the fundamental definition of vacuum tube: a three terminal device with gain. Such
devices are fundamental in modern computing circuits as operation amplifiers (op-amp) and
similar components. There is not a direct corollary in mechanical components.

Figure 11: Diagram of a typical vacuum tube 35
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The most difficult challenge in using vacuum tube on Venus is the problem of holding a vacuum.
At the temperature and pressures on Venus gas can actually diffuse through the wall of a vacuum
tube and destroy the functionality of the component. The solution is to either develop better
vacuum tube or put computing components in a titanium vacuum sphere with glass bead feed
throughs, within which the pressure is tolerable. However, this adds complexity and mass.
Finally, it is important to note that although electronics typically fail in extreme temperature
environments, metal components can still conduct electricity. For example, binary data could
potentially be transmitted by closing a switch. A check to see if the switch is closed or not could
be performed using a piezoelectric material.
4.3.3 Data Storage
In a number of ways, the problems relating to data storage are similar to that of mechanical
computing. A brute force binary approach is feasible but would require significant complexity and
would be difficult to read. However, a digital rotational incrementor might be useful for counting
the number of various important events that occur over a period of time. A number of analog
solutions also exist, such a lever that increases in height based on temperature, or the rotation of a
shaft to measure and store the total distance driven. A concept for non-volatile analog data storage
wouls be to use a roll of pins. The design is a cross between a pin profile gauge and a belt. It is
essentially a flexible provide gauge to allow it to be rolled. A series of 1/32nd inch pins could store
2 hours of seismic activity at 10 Hz, on a roll just 19 inches in diameter.
Novel memory techniques have been studied in depth in the literature mainly in relation to
radiation hardened non-volatile memory. Some concepts include making physical depressions in
a material to record information36, phase change materials that produce a different electrical
resistance based on phase 37, and thermally actuated beam buckling to indicate 0’s and 1’s 38.
4.3.4 A Case Study: Automaton Navigation on Venus
This case study will present a mechanical system architecture for a rover whose sole purpose is to
drive in a direction of interest and avoid obstacles. The purpose of this exercise is to show that
basic terrain traversal is possible using a fully mechanical control system. Furthermore, the goal
of terrain traversal fits in well with the proposed mission architecture of investigating lava flows
on Venus.
The task can be broken down into three main problems: power engagement and control, obstacle
avoidance, and path following. In the paradigm of modern electronics the problem is conceptually
easy to solve. Battery charge would be checked to ensure there is enough power to use. The robot
would be able to use cameras and other sensors to avoid obstacles, and typical sensors could be
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used to maintain a path. In the fully mechanical paradigm, the problem is more nuanced and
requires clever solutions, as will be described in the remainder of this section.
4.3.4.1

Engagement and Control

The first task for the rover is to ensure that enough power is available to start and maintain a drive
for some period of time. A proposed system to accomplish this is shown in Figure 12. It is assumed
that a wind turbine is used to collect energy for the drive. The power from the turbine will likely
need to be passed through a transmission, and then stored by winding up a large clock spring or
another energy storage device. In practice, multiple springs could be aligned in series to store a
greater amount of power. The power can then be drawn from the opposite side of the spring. To
allow power to be drawn and the spring to be wound at the same time, the input shaft could be
connected at the hub of the spring, and the output shaft connected to the outside of the spring.

Figure 12: Schematic of computing systems components relevant to power draw and metering

In addition to gathering power, some knowledge of how much is available must be stored. A
differential adder is employed to accomplish this task. An example of such a computing
mechanism is given in Figure 13. The mechanism takes two rotary inputs (X1 and X2) and sums
them to generate a rotary output (X3). The power in the spring is simply proportional to the
difference between the revolutions on the input and output shafts to the clock spring. Therefore,
the number of revolutions on the input minus revolutions on the output gives an estimate of
available power. Subtracting is achieved simply by gearing an input to the adder to spin in the
opposite direction. As an example, if three revolutions are put on the input shaft while the output
remains stationary, the differential adder will show that the spring has 3 turns worth of power. If
the output shaft then spins three times, the adder will report the total sum of 0, thereby indicating
that the power in the spring has been depleted. The adder functions continuously, so even for the
case where both power is being put into the system and drawn at the same time it will report the
correct values.
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Figure 13: Schematic of a bevel gear differential adder39

If the only parameter one cares about is if there is enough power in the system to drive the vehicle,
the rotary motion of the adder output can linearly actuate a slotted mechanism. When the spring is
fully wound the slot would be fully extended in the top dead center position. At this point the end
of the slot is reached and pushes an actuation device to free the escapement and initiate motion.
Throughout motion, the slot would move to its opposite extreme and re-engage the lock.
Lastly, this model supposes that the only important parameter for driving is the amount of energy
in the spring. However, one may desire for other conditions to be fulfilled, such as a sufficient
amount of time to have passed since the last movement. This can be accomplished by inserting a
simple mechanical AND gate, depicted in Figure 14. The power meter would be one input, and
the other parameter the other input. As such, the escapement couldn’t engage until both inputs are
ON. If more than two inputs are needed binary AND gates can be arranged in series until the
necessary number of inputs is reached.

Figure 14: AND gate in OFF, OFF, and ON configurations

4.3.4.2

Escapements and Power Metering

An escapement similar to that used in a mechanical clock could be used to meter power coming
out of the spring. This ensures that the spring does not unwind in a rapid and uncontrolled manner.
Furthermore, the escapement could lock the shaft and keep the system from drawing power when
not desired. A simple example of a clock escapement is shown in Figure 15. In a clock, the wheel
is driven forward by a source of constant torque, such as weight or spring. The rocker is rotates
back and forth with the help of a pendulum or spring. Energy is transferred from the wheel to the
rocker on each motion, thereby putting energy into the rocker. The escapement would work in the
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exact same manner on the robot, ensuring that power is not released too quickly. Furthermore, by
freezing the motion of the escapement, the shaft would be locked and hence stop the motion of the
vehicle.

Figure 15: Simple example of a clock escapement

4.3.4.3

Obstacle Avoidance

A typical drive with obstacle avoidance is depicted in Figure 16 and a proposed mechanically
based obstacle avoidance system is shown in Figure 17.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Drive is initiated
Bumper contacts an obstacle. Reverse gear is engaged.
Wheels are turned. Rover resumes forward motion.
As the turn is performed, the control system self corrects to point forward again.
A path roughly parallel to the initial path is resumed.
Figure 16:Diagram of potential drive sequence with obstacle interference
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Figure 17: Schematic representation of the obstacle avoidance system

The gears depicted on the output shaft are rigidly attached to the shaft. However, the remaining
gears float on their shafts, and only engage via a synchronizer. Synchronizers are commonly used
in automobile transmissions and a schematic is given in Figure 18. During normal forward motion,
power is transferred from the input shaft through the gears on the right hand side of the diagram
and onto the output shaft. The remaining gears will spin but not transmit power. When the rover
contacts an obstacle, the reverse gearing is engaged by the synchronizer, thus having the opposite
effect. Power is transmitted through R1, I1, and R2 thus driving the output shaft in the opposite
direction.

Figure 18: Example of a synchronizer employed in manual vehicular transmissions

A secondary synchronizer is employed on the idler gear. When engaged, the idler shaft will drive
a cam, similar to that pictured in Figure 19. After the cam makes a full revolution it will push the
bumper back to its forward position. A similar cam can be used to turn the wheels of the rover at
the end of the reverse portion of the drive. The problem of resuming the initial direction of travel
is left to the final section.
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Figure 19: Cam and follower mechanism used to re-engage forward motion

4.3.4.4

Track Following

The goal of the track following system is to keep the rover going in a direction parallel to its
original path. This is would be a useful feature in the proposed mission concept of traversing lava
flows on Venus in that it is more important to ensure that a wide variety of terrain is traversed.
A potential mechanical solution is depicted in Figure 20. For simplicity, it is assumed that the
rover uses a typical Ackermann steering linkage, as is found in most vehicles. However, the general
idea could be expanded to other steering schemes. The track following system relies on the fact
that during a turn, the outer wheel will go through more revolutions than the inner wheel.
Therefore, the difference in revolutions between an inner and outer wheel can be used as a control
point. If the number of revolutions on each wheel is different, then the rover has deviated from its
original path. If they are identical, then to rover is on a path parallel to the original orientation.
This fact is exploited in the track following mechanism.

Figure 20: Schematic of a potential steering control system
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The system utilize a differential adder in the same way as was described in Section 4.3.4.1 to
determine the difference in revolutions between the two wheels. The adder is then mechanically
coupled to the steering system, such that as the number of rotations becomes more disparate, more
input is given to the steering mechanism to right the course.
Specifically, the system becomes active at point C in Figure 16, after the rover has contacted an
obstacle and moved in reverse to provide clearance between it and the obstacle. An input from the
idler gear cam (Figure 17) pivots the wheel so that they no longer point in a straight line path. At
the same time, a clutch on between the crank mechanism and output of the adder must be actuated
to ensure that the forced turning of the wheels does not affect the output of the adder. After the
wheels have been turned, forward driving is restarted. As the wheels turn, now at different speeds,
a difference is built up on the adder such that the wheels begin to turn back towards the original
course. After enough corrective control, the rover will be pointed in its original heading. At this
point, the difference in revolutions will be zero and the rover will proceed in a straight line.
Lastly, a slip clutch on the output of the adder has been incorporated. Therefore, if the adder
commands the steering linkage to go past operation limits, it will slip the clutch instead of trying
to force the rover to steer outside its operational envelope. After the slip clutch is engaged the
rover will not be able to regain a path parallel to its original. However, this is useful feature in the
case where a cliff face is encountered, and the rover will never be able to regain its original
heading.

4.4

Timekeeping

Clocks are one of the oldest and best understood forms of mechanical computing. Only within the
last one hundred years have digital clocks taken over the market for timekeeping. They even have
a history of both miniaturization and enabling new exploration. In the early 1700s the British
government issued the Longitude Prize for anyone who could demonstrate a practical way to
determine a ship’s longitude at sea, a serious problem at the time. Most research efforts focused
on using precise celestial measurements. However, it was known that an accurate enough clock
would allow a mariner to determine his longitude base off the time of the solar noon. This avenue
was pursued by John Harrison, a relative outsider. After spending a lifetime building more and
more accurate clocks, he designed and built what is now known as the H5. This timepiece is a
marvel of engineering for its time. It resembles a large pocketwatch, yet only lost a few seconds
of time on its first trans-oceanic journey of 81 days. It is designed to be nearly frictionless and
account for any thermal or atmospheric changes that might occur during the course of its journey40.
Similar exceptional engineering will be needed to keep time on the surface of Venus.
Keeping time on Venus is important for a number of reasons. Knowledge of the time may inform
the rover of when the orbiter is overhead so information can be signaled. Measurements typically
require knowledge of time.
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4.4.1 Mechanical Timekeeping Operating Principles
All clocks require some source of energy to draw from. Potential energy is typically stored as
either gravitational potential (i.e. a weight falling) or spring energy. In terrestrial clocks, the energy
source must be recharged periodically, typically by human involvement. The energy source is
connected to a toothed wheel which engages with an escapement, described in Section 4.3.4.2.
Simple escapements operate by rocking back in forth in such a manner that the wheel is allowed
to move only in small discrete movements, thus preventing uncontrolled flow of energy. The
motion of an escapement itself relies on a periodic oscillator, either a pendulum or spring, to
actually keep time. The motion of the wheel can then be geared to match the seconds and minutes
that we are used to.

4.5

Communications

One of the biggest credibility risks and most challenging problems addressed in the Phase 1 study
was determining how to get data off the rover and to an orbiting spacecraft. Concepts explored
included: phonograph style records launched by balloons, vacuum tube radio, Radar target, and
high temperature electronics.
4.5.1 Records and Balloons
The first concept for communication was to inscribe data onto metal phonograph style records.
After a record was full of data (about 1 Mbit per record), it would be launched via hydrogen balloon
into the upper atmosphere of Venus where temperature and pressure is similar to that on earth. The
balloon and record would then be recovered by a high altitude drone, similar to Helios by NASA
41
or Aquila by Facebook 42. This concept was initially thought to be feasible as concepts for
continuous flight by solar powered drones has been investigated and published 43, and Venus
balloons have been studied extensively in the past2,44,45 , and were used on two Vega missions 46.
However, further investigation revealed several key issues. First, studies investigating a solar
powered drone on Venus found it challenging to keep a flight path that would keep the drone in
sunlight at all times43. Adding the requirement to rendezvous with a balloon makes the logistics
nearly impossible. This means there would likely be a number of launched balloons which could
not be recovered, resulting in lost data. Secondly, the rover would be limited with how long it
could communicate, based on the number of balloons and amount of hydrogen it could carry.
Finally, while balloons have been proposed for both the lower atmosphere of Venus, and the upper
atmosphere of Venus, designing a balloon that would operate in both the lower atmosphere and
upper atmosphere is a challenge.
4.5.2 Vacuum Tube Radio
Another potential option initially investigated was a vacuum tube transceiver, much like early
radios, where vacuum tubes are used for amplification of the signal. While vacuum tubes operate
well at high temperatures, a key challenge is maintaining a vacuum within the tube (as discussed
in 4.3.2.3) in the high pressure Venus environment. As such, while vacuum tubes received some
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initial interest, the complexity of the system and mass required to keep them at a vacuum was
prohibitive.
4.5.3 Radar Target
A radar target is a specifically shaped object designed to reflect a radar signal brightly, and
essentially operates the opposite of stealth technology. While a radar target by itself would only
create a bright spot on the surface of Venus, if a shutter was added over the target to modulate the
signal, data can now be transmitted to a radar orbiter.
Initial Matlab simulations found that a Veritas style orbiter (7.9 GHz, 1.8m antenna, 260W power,
20MHz bandwidth) could easily resolve a 0.38 m corner cube retroreflector on AREE with a signal
strength of 59 dB, which means it could easily be recognized from the Venus background. (10-20
dB is all that is required to produce a discernable signal) However, data rate would be limited to
the number of shutter cycles that could occur in the 0.7 seconds, which was the time the radar
footprint would cover the rover.
Investigating options for a lower powered radar at 26W and optimizing the antenna design to a
1.8m by 0.1 m reflector array to increase footprint increased communication time to 12 seconds,
and only decreased gain to 27 dB, which could still be resolved above the background. This would
enable ~1000 bits per pass, which with proper data compression could transmit even more
information.
One compression concept to improve data transmission is to place 4 radar targets on top of the
rover. The orbiter could distinguish how many shutters were opened or closed by how bright the
radar reflection is. The shutters would consist of spinning disks, which have a RF transparent
window. The orbiting radar, with a pulse repeated frequency of 5600 Hz, could easily detect
differences in spin rates varying by as little as 0.002 seconds/cycle (10x the resolution of the pulse
rate). If different disks were spinning at different rates, the radar could resolve the spin rates. The
spin rate can be varied between as slow as 12 seconds per cycle (5 RPM), to as fast as 0.85 seconds
per cycle (70 RPM). Higher spin rates than 70 RPM leads to high atmospheric drag, increasing
power consumption. If binary coding was used with this method, data transfer would be limited
to approximately 60 bits per pass. However, data transfer could be improved if the speed of the
shutter was used as an input, thus creating a non-binary digital output. The rotation rate of the first
two disks would indicate a specific measurements being transferred, and the rotation rate of the
other two disks would indicate a specific number. Such a method could report up to two different
variables per pass, to a resolution of 10E+6 digits, with the option of coding 1680 variables. This
means values for up 32 variables could be transmitted per day, and even more may be possible.
4.5.4 High Temperature Electronics Transceiver
The final option for communications for the surface of Venus is to use a transceiver built of high
temperature electronics. Individual elements required to build a gallium nitride and silicon carbide
transceivers have been demonstrated at 460°C, however, a full transceiver operating at high
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frequency has not been demonstrated at temperature. Part of the challenge is that test equipment
probes used to make the high frequency performance measurements cannot survive the elevated
temperatures47. Therefore, it is hard to verify operation. From existing research, it appears gallium
nitride transceivers are a bit further in their development than their silicon carbide counterparts,
however neither is operational for the Venus environment yet.

Figure 21: Signal to Noise vs. Time on Target (by altering antenna)

4.5.5 Results of the Trade
High temperature transceivers would be the preferred approach to implement on AREE, as it would
enable data rates up to several Mbits per day, compared to the radar target which could send ~1000
bits per day. However, as the technology of high temperature transceivers has not yet been fully
demonstrated, so it is important to explore a radar target in parallel to ensure the concept can be
executed regardless of high temperature electronic development. Also the radar target concept is
useful in other extreme environments, where temperatures may exceed 460 °C. The trade is
illustrated in Table 6.
Table 6: Comparison data transmission methods

Records and
Balloons

Vacuum
Tube Radio

Radar
Target

High Temperature
Transceiver

10E4 bits
10+years
High
Research

10E6 bit
5+ years
Moderate
Research

10E3 bits
2-3 years
Low
Research

10E6 bits
5+ years
Moderate
Research

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Data Rate (bits/day)
Technology Availability
Technology Investment
Development Type
Risk (Technology and
Programmatic)

4.6

Instrumentation

The initial approach to this study was to explore how AREE can make mechanical
measurements of anything that manifests itself by a change in displacement which can be read or
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recorded mechanically. The most obvious data to record is basic weather data such as wind speed,
temperature and temperature. Wind speed data can be collected by measuring the speed of the
rotating wind turbine. Temperature can be measured by the displacement of material due to thermal
expansion. Pressure can be measured by measuring the expansion and contraction of a control
volume as the pressure outside varies. In addition to these simple measurements, there are a few
additional complex science measurements which could be made mechanically. Chemical
composition measurements could occur by having rods the react to certain desired chemicals. If
the rods had a load applied, chemical concentration could be measured by observing how long it
takes the rod to break. Higher chemical concentrations would cause the rods to lose strength more
quickly. Another potential science target is measuring seismic activity. A cantilevered mass would
be displaced by a seismic event. The larger the seismic event, the greater the displacement.
While there are many concepts for making mechanical measurements, realistically, one of
the greatest weaknesses of a purely mechanical system is its ability to make science measurements.
Beyond communications, one of the key areas that could effectively use high temperature
electronics is the instrument. More complex measurements, especially those related to geologic
measurements, require electronic solutions. Further, the resolution of mechanical instruments
would be rather crude for seismic events and there are already high temperature electronic sensors
capable of collecting higher fidelity data47. Additional study is necessary to leverage the existing
suite of high temperature electronics to make critical science measurements targeted towards the
mission context. Furthermore, in the coming months it is expected several specific high
temperature electronic technologies will be announced for further development through the Hot
Tech program. The selection will define what scientific measurements will become the most
relevant with soon to be released technology. Therefore, instead of focusing on instrument
development, this study focuses on developing a mobile platform for Venus and other extreme
environments which could host various instrument payloads.

4.7

Materials

Material selection is an important aspect of any long duration lander on Venus due to the extreme
environmental conditions, however, no significant hurdles were encountered in Phase I. The high
temperature of 460°C precludes the use of some common engineering materials such as aluminum
which lose significant strength at that temperature. Regardless, many others maintain material
properties well above 500°C as is demonstrated in Figure 22. Of these are high temperature steels
and other alloys (Inconel, Renel), members of the platinum group of metals, as well as refractory
metals such as niobium and tungsten. Many of these metals have been practically demonstrated
for continuous use in applications such as turbines and drilling equipment48. Naturally, all
materials exhibit some level of thermal expansion which must be designed into the rover.
Corrosion resistance is a more nuanced problem considering the high pressure (90 bar) of the
environment where CO2 is near its supercritical state. Research has shown that dry CO2 is almost
entirely benign, however, contamination with water, even on the PPM level, can lead to accelerated
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corrosion in some alloys. Also, few long term studies of corrosion and Venus atmospheric
conditions have been completed 49.
It can be concluded that care needs to be exercised in selecting materials for a long duration
mission to Venus, however, viable solutions that combine high temperature resilience and
corrosion resistance do exist.49 An in-depth materials study, along with a comprehensive study of
lubricants, is outside the scope of the Phase I work.

Inconel 718
Ti 6246
21/4Cr-1Mo Steel
450 Stainless

Al 6061

Figure 22: Materials performance and Venus temperature

4.8

Supporting Architecture

The supporting architecture components for an automaton rover would be similar to previously
proposed systems. A satellite similar to, but slightly less sophisticated than Veritas would be
required for telecommunications relay. The satellite only requires a power of 26 W and an antenna
1.8 m by 0.1 m, optimized to provide the maximum time on target. Given the lower power and
smaller antenna requirements, there is potential the support orbiter could be a 6U or 12U CubeSat
(or several CubeSats). The required specifications of this orbiter and Veritas are compared in
below.
Table 7: Parameters Required for the Orbiting Communications RADAR

Parameter
Power
Wavelength
Antenna Size
Bandwidth
Pulse Rep Frequency
Height
Surface Beam Velocity

Veritas Design

AREE Support Orbiter

260 W
3.8 cm
1.8 m Diameter

26 W
3.8 cm
Rectangle: 1.8m crosstrack, 0.1m
alongtrack
20 MHz
5600 Hz
240 km
6.9 km/s

20 MHz
5600 Hz
240 km
6.9 km/s
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EDL is another required supporting architecture, and has been discussed in detail in 4.2.

5.0

COMPARISON TO STATE OF THE ART

Ideas for a long duration Venus rover began in the 1980s with the Russian DzhVS and the wind
powered Venerokhod rovers50. Unfortunately, little information is available on these rovers outside
of a few images, videos51, and references in books, as development ended with the fall of the Soviet
Union. Two modern concepts have been proposed for long duration Venus missions.
RTG powered Stirling engines has been proposed to enable landers3,52 and rovers43,53. However,
the concept still requires large amounts of R&D investment and has not yet been proven in the
Venus environment, and is only capable of cooling to a level well above operational temperature
of many common components. Such a system is an example of complexity leading to greater
complexity, which increases cost and potential risk of failure.
A second approach is to build a mission around gallium nitride and silicon carbide circuits which
have been demonstrated to operate for thousands of cycles at temperatures above 460 °C.
However, current levels of integration are in the range of a several hundred to just a few thousand
transistors. It is estimated in the next five to ten years, the level of integration will increase to tens
of thousands of transistors. But this is orders of magnitude less than the processors on modern
rovers, like Mars Curiosity, which has a CPU with over ten million transistors. Additionally, while
small individual circuits have been demonstrated, basic components like analog to digital
converters and transmitters are still in development 47. It is telling that only a handful serious papers
discussing long duration in-situ mission based on high temperature electronics exist. Several of
these are landers and use current (or near current) technology 47,54,55 while the two rover concepts
discussed rely on future developments56,57.
AREE also addresses the lack of high temperature vision systems and the long nights on Venus.
Traditional rovers require the ability to see and interpret the environment, send data back to Earth,
and wait for humans to respond. Existing rover mission concepts rely on the ability to see 53,56,57
and are therefore limited in duration to ~60 Earth days or the daylight segment of a Venus day.
Further, camera concepts for high temperature operation utilize high temperature photodiodes
which would slowly scan to build composite images, similar to what was flown on the Viking
Mars Lander 55 and thus not practical for day to day rover navigation. An automaton rover utilizes
1) mechanical feedback to avoid obstacles when possible 2) is robust against obstacles it cannot
avoid. These features are not dependent on sunlight so a mission duration of a full diurnal cycle
can be realized.
We propose a novel approach that enables a long duration Venus rover mission by pairing clever,
robust mechanisms with high temperature electronics that exist today. Electronic complexity is
reduced by implementing mechanical analog systems in areas where electronics fall short. The
final system is one in which the best of both high temperature electronics and mechanical systems
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are combined to make a system more capable than either technology on its own. Although the
concept does not require significant advances in high temperature electronics, any developments
in that area enhance the proposed concept.
AREE is a radical departure from traditional planetary rover models in terms of terrain accessed
and cost, due to heavy use of distributed, reactive controls and the implementation of novel
mechanical solutions. Table 8 illustrates the difference between AREE and other concepts in terms
of mission life, terrain accessed (meters of terrain and terrain variability), human interaction, cost,
and time until the concept would be ready for launch. Additionally, it fundamentally shifts the
conversation about a long duration Venus rover mission, as previous concepts have relied on yet
to be proven RTG/Stirling engine technology or integration of high temperature electronics beyond
the state-of-the-art.
Table 8: AREE has a unique approach compared to other rover concepts

Past
Venus
Landers50
Mission
Life
Terrain
Accessed
Human
Interaction
Cost
Time to
Maturity

1-2m
Flat/Rocky

Current
Mars
Rover58
3 mo (p)
10 yr (e)
1000s m
Flat/Rocky

None

Constant

Millions

$1B

Mature

Mature

2 hours

Short
Duration
Landers2

1-2m
Flat/Tessera

RTG
Powered
Lander47,59
3-4 mo (p)
3-4 mo (p)
1-2m
Flat/Rocky

None
$100s M

24 hours

Mature

RTG
Powered
Rover53,60

High
Temperature
Elec. Rover56,57

Proposed
AREE

2-4 mo (p)

2 mo (p)

100s m
Flat/Rocky

100s m
Flat

4 mo (p)
mo/yr (e)
1000s m
Flat/Tessera

Some

Constant

Constant

Little

$10s B

$10s B

$10s B

$100s M

10+ years

10+years

20+years

6-10 years

Notes: Costs and time to maturity includes research investments. (p) = primary (e) = extended

6.0
6.1

OTHER ARCHITECTURES AND TARGETS

Alternative Implementation Architectures

The rover discussed thus far is an example of a “flagship rover” where one fully mechanical rover
is the primary focus of the mission. However, multiple other architectures are being considered.
The complexity of the rover could be decreased if it was allowed to drift in the wind in a similar
manner to previously proposed “tumbleweed” rovers61.
To make the automaton even simpler, mobility could be dropped altogether. This would result in
a fixed weather station that could still accomplish the major science goals like weather and seismic
activity. More computational power required for mobility control could instead be put towards
storing, processing, and transmitting science data. Further, a series of weather stations would be
even more effective.
Instead of being an independent mission, the automaton could also work in coordination with an
existing mission. For example, it could augment a traditional short lived lander mission by
continuing to operate for months after the primary mission had died.
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A particularly attractive architecture to fly as a secondary payload on a traditional lander would be
to reduce the system to a simple weather station by combining the signaling system and instrument
into one part. Examples of such a system could be a retro-reflector which is covered with a wind
turbine. As the wind turbine would blow, the retro-reflector would flash with regards to the wind
speed. Another variant measuring temperature could consist of two retro-reflectors, joined by a
material that expands significantly with the coefficient of thermal expansion. The distance between
these two retroreflectors could then be measured to obtain temperature.

6.2

Other Targets in the Solar System

Beyond Venus, there are many other extreme environment targets suitable for an automaton rover.
The most obvious would be Mercury, which has similar temperature extremes to Venus. Jupiter
and the Jovian moons (like Europa and Io) would also be good targets due to the high radiation
doses in the system which quickly upset traditional electronic systems. Also, another potential
application would be gas giant probes, for Jupiter, Saturn, Venus, and Neptune. Such a probe could
potentially descend to a point where it was buoyant, and then carry out a mission at that altitude.
An automaton rover could be subjected to much higher contamination control procedures than
traditional rovers. It could be baked at extremely high temperatures, irradiated, and subjected to
multiple chemical baths to kill any bacteria. Thus, automatons would be valuable in highly
contamination control sensitive environments, like collecting samples from the dark, water streaks
on Mars. In this type of situation, the automaton would likely be working in tandem with a
traditional Mars rover.
Closer to home, automatons could be used in observations of lava flows and volcanos, or in
radioactive environments. Such a device would not be sensitive to electro-magnetic pulses or
nuclear detonations.

7.0

NEXT STEPS

While Phase 1 demonstrated feasibility, a number of areas remain that require further refinement
and demonstration to establish concept credibility. Continued work on a Venus rover concept that
does not require yet to be developed technologies with unknown costs and timescales significantly
changes the conversation with regards to Venus missions and achievable science. A sample of
potential future work follows:

7.1

End to End Rover Design

The Phase 1 study focused on illustrating the feasibility and technology readiness of each
subsystem. However, it was out of scope to investigate engineering details necessary to reduce risk
and ensure cohesive architecture. Key areas requiring a more detailed investigation are
locomotion, simulations and testing with regards to the RF target signaling system, tracing the
science goals to high temperature instruments, and the mechanical implementation challenges of
a hot high pressure environment. Importantly interfaces between components needs to be better
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defined to build credibility. This information will also lead to developing a much higher fidelity
mass estimation list (MEL) and power estimation list (PEL). In addition, detailed costing needs to
be completed to understand how AREE compares to other concepts.

7.2

Locomotion Design

The locomotion trade remains open between wheels and tracks at the close of this study. More
work needs to be done to determine which of these compelling options is most viable for a Venus
rover.

7.3

RF Simulations and Testing of Signaling

Simulations have demonstrated initial feasibility of a radar target, albeit at a low data rate.
However, a rich set of data could be sent back by a rover using intelligent compression methods.
The gain is much higher than initially expected implying that a less powerful radar than the one
on Veritas could be used. Further simulations need to be performed at higher fidelity to ensure
there are not any issues being ignored, such as background clutter confusing the returned signal.
Also, the requirements on orbiter need to be better defined, and the RF target link budget verified
in standard antenna simulation software, like GRASP or CHAMP62. Simulations will need to be
verified by performing RF testing on a representative system. Radio-frequency results can then be
correlated with the analysis.

7.4

Environmental Demonstration

An environmental demonstration of a representative mechanism needs to be completed to verify
CTE analysis and material selection techniques by testing the mechanism at Venus temperature
and pressure, and possibly with Venus atmosphere. Furthermore, testing hardware is the most
effective way to reveal deficiencies that had not been considered. The test would ideally be
performed in the Glenn Extreme Environments Rig (GEER) at Glenn Research Center which can
accurately reproduce Venus temperature, pressure, and atmospheric composition. An alternative
is to test in the relatively common Hot Isostatic Pressing chambers which operate at Venus
temperature and pressures to cure composites.

7.5

Long Term Implementation Path

There are multiple anticipated paths after Phase II. Many mission architectures analyzed by the
Decadal Survey and the Venus Reference Design Mission (DRM) point towards Flagship
missions. The costs for mobile system platforms in this trade analysis are the highest out of all the
platforms due to a low TRL. AREE has the potential to be considered for New Frontiers class
mission as the robust mechanical design reduces overall complexity, thereby reducing cost.
Other paths of consideration include proposing a portion of the AREE concept as a payload for a
small lander technology demonstration or a tech demo on its own that can gather Venus weather
data.
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9.0 APPENDIX A: CALCULATIONS AND BASIS OF ESTIMATIONS
9.1

Power Generation

Values for power generation was calculated for wind turbines, RTG’s and Solar Cells.
The calculations for RTG’s assumed one RTG unit, which is fully described by Landis and Mellott
60
. Calculating power produced by solar panels required a bit more work. First, the average solar
flux on the surface of Venus is 20 W/m2, per Titov et al. 63. Research in testing solar cells on Venus
demonstrated they operate at 9.8% efficiency18. Total area available was assumed to be the full
upper deck of the rover 8.3 m2. Mass of the cells was assumed to be a standard 0.85 kg/m3. On last
calculation required was how solar cell power varied vs. sun position, which was found could be
calculated through the following equation64, where I noon is maximum solar flux, t is the current
time, t-sunrise is the time the sun rose, and t sunset is the time the sun will set:

64

The wind turbine calculations were a bit more involved. For this Venus case study, utilizing wind
energy with a constant force spring is the preferred solution. Wind speeds on the surface of Venus
vary from 0.3-1.3 m/s (v) with an average at 0.6 m/s, and atmospheric density at 65 kg/m3 (ρ). The
total energy that can be harvested from the wind is given by:
𝑃𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 0.5𝐴𝜂𝜌𝑣 3
Efficiencies for the wind turbines are well published numbers, and drawn from the literature19,20.
The only other variable was estimating mass of the wind turbine. The figure below illustrates
efficiency vs. tip speed ration for different types of turbines, and is from the online book
Aerogenerador20.
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One of the more challenging aspects was computing mass for the wind turbine. For the Savonius,
a grass roots CAD estimate was used. For the multi-blade turbines, equations to calculate wind
turbine mass from diameter have already been established57.

9.2

Power Estimation List (PEL)

The power estimation to understand power consumption of the rover was divided into three
different areas, instruments, locomotion, and signaling.
To compute power consumption for instruments, the data from the Venus Flagship Mission 2
instruments was used, as it included sample collection to study geology.
For power required to drive the rover, the following, will known equation for drag on a moving
vehicle was used.
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It was assumed the rover would be driving into a 0.6 m/s head wind, at 0.1 m/s. CR was estimated
to be 0.045 for tracks driving on hard soil65 (it would increase just slightly to 0.06 for wheels on
hard soil). CD for a blunt body is 0.8 and frontal area of the rover was 5 m2.
For the spinning disks for the signaling system, the second part of the equation above FD =
0.5*roe*cDAV2 was used, but converted into a rotation coordinate system and then integrated over
radius to account for the spinning disk (which has a high velocity on the outside, and low velocity
at the center). CD for a flat plate is 0.005. It was assumed atmospheric drag would by the primary
power consumption of the spinning disks for signaling.

9.3

Power Storage

The power density of various storage systems were found through existing publications. Energy
densities for batteries compatible with Venus are noted by Landis and Harrison21. Flywheels66 and
compressed air systems67 have been documented. The articles referenced especially compare
theoretical maximums to actual maximums. Energy stored in a gravity tower is just the potential
energy of gravitation acceleration multiplied by height.
Maximum power in a spring is determined by the following equation68:
0.5 (τmax)2/(Yρ)
Where τmax is the yield strength and Y is the Young’s Modulus. All calculated values were
discounted by 80% to ensure there was some margin of safety between the springs yield strength
at working load. Data sheets were used for both steel (metal)69 and composite springs70.
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Douglas Hofmann, Kevin Baines, Sue Schmekar, Yuki Maruyama, Mohammad Mojarradi
Other: Theo Jansen (Strandbeest), Kyle Colton (Planet Labs), Nathanael Miller (LaRC), Charlie
Manion (Oregon State), Ofir Atia (Art Center), Lori Nishikawa (Art Cener)
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